
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS IN ULTRALIGHT
AVIATION FOR PATROL PURPOSES

XENON PATROL





Initial overview

Each XENON model can be freely configured
for several applications,
Easy to pilot, maintain and operate,
Monocoque carbon fiber structure ensures
maximum durability,
Lowest possible weight while meeting
desired safety and comfort standards.
The heart of the gyro is powered by the
ROTAX engine fueled by A95 petrol.

XENON Gyrocopters - machines with great
versatility and potential:

XENON Gyrocopters



Partnership
XENON Gyrocopters



Global reach

XENON is perfect for all conditions
and every task. Creating each machine
is a new challenge to meet customer
expectations. We are proud to hand
over a fully functional and reliable
aircraft. Our machines fly all over the
world.

We build trust



Individual cooperation
How do we start?

Individual configuration of the
XENON gyrocopter.



The possibilities of the gyrocopter in a comparison
XENON PATROL



Special configurations are available for each two-seater XENON gyroplane.

XENON PATROL
Possibilities

XENON AGROXENON MEDEVAC



XENON PATROL

Safety, reliability, functionality,
Simple pilotage, low operating costs,
Quick response, amazing maneuverability,
Minimal infrastructure for take-off and landing.

PATROL is our response to the needs of law
enforcement and uniformed services. Our priorities:



The carrier

XENON gyroplanes are an excellent carrier
of all kinds of equipment.
Thanks to the increased load capacity,
XENON can be equipped with medical
devices that allow to save lives in an
emergency.
Better vision equipment to help you
control a dynamic situation.

XENON PATROL



Flexibility

Increased load capacity allows you to take a passenger and equipment or increase the range,
XENON is capable of performing 90% of helicopter missions with only 10% of the cost,
The enormous range allows for a very quick response in an emergency.

XENON PATROL



Special glass in the floor and a large door
surface guarantee visibility in any situation,
Ergonomic and stylish interior that
guarantees comfortable work,
Spaciousness - there is room for a
passenger, a camera operator or a doctor
on board.

XENON PATROL
Customization and arrangement of the cabin



Cooperation with Vertigo

Thanks to the cooperation with Vertigo,
XENON uses the most modern equipment
for image recording on the market,
Real-time monitoring on board the
gyroplane and on the ground,
Software written for the user's needs with
180 configurable variables for the mission
profile.

XENON PATROL



VERTIGO
Experience in the air observation and monitoring industry



VERTIGO CONTROL CENTER
Universal controller for Vertigo devices

The software is 100% written by
the Vertigo team - this allows it to
be adapted to the needs of
customers,
Full calibration of sensors,
Ability to save data on the device
and in *.vertigo configuration files.



XENON PATROL
Vertigo head configuration

Visible light camera 60x zoom,
MWIR HD camera with cooled bolometer,
Laser rangefinder,
Laser illuminator;
Mechanical stabilization in 6 axes (3 ext., 3 int.),
Damper plate designed for XENON,
Roll, Pitch and Yaw stabilization accuracy ± 0.01 °,
Digital Image Stabilization System (EIS),
Slip ring 360 ° continuous,
Quick coupling module for gimbal,
IP66 protection degree.

4-module head:



XENON PATROL
Vertigo head - Visible light camera 60x zoom

EO FullHD 1080p sensor (higher resolution
possible),
Optical zoom 60x 20mm - 1200mm,
IR Filter On, Off, Auto,
High sensitivity: Color mode 0.35Ix (f1.6,
AGC on, 1 / 30s), 0.0013Lux 50IR,
EIS digital stabilization system,
Defog, digital zoom, stable zoom.



XENON PATROL
Vertigo head - Visible light camera 60x zoom

Vehicle observation simulation from 1 km Vehicle observation simulation from 5 km



Night-time flight
XENON PATROL

Avionics and instrumentation enabling
operation or patrol at night,
Excellent comfort and control in all weather
conditions,
Full capabilities within the VFR flight,



XENON PATROL
Vertigo head - MWIR Camera

MWIR + TEC bolometric sensor
(thermo-electric cooler),
HD-720p sensor,
Up to 100 fps,
72-900mm f / 4 optical lens,
Motorized zoom and focus,
FoV = 0.8 ° - 9.3 °



Vertigo head - MWIR Camera (Observation Range)

IDENTIFICATION
DIAGNOSIS
DETECTION

IDENTIFICATION
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XENON PATROL
Vertigo head - Laser Range Finder

Range up to 30 km,
Accurate tracking of objects at a frequency of 10
Hz,
High precision ± 1m,
Possibility to triangulate the position of the
tracked vehicle,
Recognition of up to 3 targets simultaneously.



XENON PATROL
Vertigo head - GPS RTK

RTK INS (Real-Time Kinematic Inertial Navigation System) module
Centimeter accuracy,
Dual band GNSS receiver,
Supported Satellite Systems: GPS, GLONASS, Beidou, Galileo, SBAS,
Coupling with internal inertial sensors with 9 degrees of freedom,
Automotive Dead Reckoning (ADR) technology ensures high
positioning accuracy also in high urban areas, tunnels, bridges, and
underground passages,
Horizontal position accuracy: 2 cm (RTK),
Vertical position accuracy: 3 cm (RTK),
Horizontal speed accuracy: 0.01 m / s,
Vertical speed accuracy: 0.02 m / s,
Sensor data sampling rate: 100 Hz.



XENON PATROL
Vertigo head - IR laser illuminator

Invisible beam of infrared light,
Allows to observe the area with a camera of
visible light during dusk,
2000 m range,
940 nm electromagnetic wavelength,
Beam angle 1.7 ° - 70 °.



XENON PATROL
Vertigo head - on-board computer

Recognition of license plates,
Object recognition (vehicles, animals),
Nvidia AGX Xavier,
11 Tflops (10 ^ 12) (32TOps),
2TB SSD,
32GB RAM.



XENON PATROL
Vertigo head - head controller

STM 32 H7 main processor, 480 MHz, Dual Core,
Auxiliary processors 3x STM32 F4, 100MHz,
IMU 2x ICM-42688-P (2x6 axes - Acc, Gyro) +
active sensor temperature control,
AKRS 2x ICM-20948 (2x9 axes - Acc, Gyro, Mag) +
active sensor temperature control,
Encoders on each axis 3x TLE5012B - 16 bit
configuration,
Support for trigonometric functions,
16 bit encoders,
0.001 °,
4 Wire Kelvin tested (military standard).





Summary - development examples
The use of gyroplanes for patrol purposes



Summary - development examples

Border patrolling,
Forest areas patrolling,
High voltage lines patrolling,
Pipelines patrolling,
Highways patrolling,
Game patrolling,
Capture of smuggling activities.

Supervision of strategic and special facilities:

The use of gyroplanes for patrol purposes

Geodetic terrain mapping,
Cartographic area scanning,
Taking precise aerial photos,
Agricultural analysis of the area to be sprayed,
Recon missions,
Goal tracking,
Conducting search actions.

Area scan:



Data & performance
XENON PATROL



Data & performance
XENON PATROL



FlyArgo Sp. z o.o. is registered as a supplier in the
United Nations Global Marketplace

UNGM Number:  644609



Contact us:
+48 696 789 789

E-mail: office@flyargo.com.pl
facebook.com/flyargorotorcraft

www.flyargo.com.pl


